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Read on for our current trunk show, canvases of the month, fiber of the month, and more!
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The Artists Collection Needleart
           
The Artists Collection represents Mile High Princess, Heartstrings, Bees Knees,
Art of Sunshine, Hummingbird Designs, and SHEAR Creations.  We are excited
to have dozens and dozens of these wonderful hand-painted canvases in our store
this month.  The handful of canvases shown below are a mere fraction (indeed, a
scintilla, a tithe, a ... well, you get the point) of what we received for the trunk
show.  If you are in or near Philadelphia, or always wanted a reason to visit
Philadelphia but couldn't think of one, please stop by the store to peruse the entire
collection!  

Mile High Princess
Mile High Princess presents Brenda Palmer’s hand painted designs.  These
canvases are fun and cute.  Staff members here are enamored with this little
tuxedo kitty that has a cupcake on its head:  

 

MH1624: Cupcake Kitty 

We also love this simple, yet compelling, Posie design.  Given that the picture
itself is not complex, this would be a great canvas for showcasing a

sampling of various stitches.  
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MH1703: Posies

This tulip canvas is a companion to the Posies canvas shown above.  Like Posies,
these Tulips offer an opportunity to showcase interesting stitch work.  Plus, the
flowers, leaves, pot, and background provide large enough fields for any of a

number of stitches to be expressed.

MH1702: Tulips
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Heartstrings

The Heartstrings line offers Pat Thode’s hand painted canvases.  Stitch guides are
available from the designer for an additional fee, or simply enjoy the fun canvas
and let your imagination and creativity carry the day.  If you are already thinking
ahead to autumn, or if you enjoy working with autumnal color palettes, this
designer has some canvases for you!  Below is a fun checkerboard moon design
with a pumpkin and a black cat.  We have a zillion (OK, maybe not that many, but
pretty close) shades of orange in the shop -- many wonderful choices for this
moon and pumpkin.  Also, the background is bursting with potential.  Gobs of
room ("a gob" is a highly technical, needlepoint-type term) to play with some wild
or complex (or not) stitches.
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 HS2111: Halloween Moon

If autumn isn't your thing, or if you prefer to experience the seasons in order,
Heartstrings offers this fun summer sampler: 
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HS2405: Summer Sampler

Bees Knees
Keeping with the sampler theme, the Bees Knees design line offers some cool
seasonal samplers as well.  The By the Seashore and 4th Picnic samplers are
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shown below.  While they have some more intricate design elements, there are
also a few fields were you could play with a variety of stitches -- thus turning your

seasonal sampler into a stitch sampler as well!  

 BK712: By the Seashore

 BK713: 4th Picnic Sampler
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Art of Sunshine
We are in love with the relaxing simplicity of some of the Art of Sunshine
canvases.   We received several "Out on a Limb" canvases, featuring pears,

peaches, and apples.  ("Pears" is shown below.)  To illustrate the variety of this
line, we have also included a picture of one of the small canvases (Autumnal

Pumpkin Square).  All these canvases with pumpkins are giving me a hankering
for pumpkin pie.  Sadly, that is six months away... 

  

AS202: Out on a Limb (Pears) 

AS101: Pumpkin Sampler

Hummingbird Needlepoint
Several of our customers have asked us whether we have or are aware of any pink-
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ribbon-related canvases.  We received a couple from Hummingbird Needlepoint
as part of the trunk show.  These two canvases include the pink-ribbon charm for

you to incorporate into the completed canvas.  

HB718: Pink Ribbon Teddy

HB719: Pink Ribbon Teddy
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SHEAR Creations
Beth Robertson and Suzanne Howren’s hand painted canvas line is featured in

these categories.  For the trunk show, we have a collection of Halloween-themed
boots and several wild Christmas trees.  The forest of trees that we received has

canvases in various sizes.  Please call or email the shop if you are curious about a
particular tree's dimensions. 

                               

SCTRE011: Checked Ribbon    SCTRE007: Peppermint   SCTRE023: Log
Cabin

 
Coming Soon:

Never too early to get psyched for our next trunk show!
Coming in June -- Raymond Crawford!!  

RNP’s Canvases Of The Month: 
So Many Canvases...So Little Time

        
With over 47,000 canvases in our online library, it may be daunting to dive in and
explore.  If you know what you’re looking for, it is easy to find (e.g., I want a
canvas with the Key West lighthouse).  But what if all you know is that you want
something amazing and you’re open to blue-sky thinking?  To help introduce you
to our thousands of beautiful canvases, we are highlighting a handful each month.
 This month, with summer knocking on our door, some of the beach-and-water-
inspired canvases may strike your fancy.  (These certainly strike ours!!)

These two canvases (conch and nautilus) struck me because they would be
beautiful either as a set of sister pillows or individually.  (On a trip to the beach --
or to Key West, to check out that lighthouse -- you need a canvas bag for your
towel, sunscreen, a good book, etc.  Our Finishing Department could embed one
of these canvases into a canvas bag, and voila! – you have a bag that will be the

http://www.raymondcrawford.com/
https://rittenhouseneedlepoint.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=Key+West+Lighthouse&x=10&y=10
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envy of everyone on the shoreline!   

Conch Shell (13 mesh  SKU 5177)
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Nautilus Shell (13 mesh SKU 5178)

Not wanting to discriminate between those who may love saltwater versus
freshwater, these two waterfowl canvases are also gorgeous.  Perhaps summer
inspires you to think about lakes rather than beaches – in which case, you may
have seen either of these winged beauties in your travels.  Both of these images

are positively classic and regal.  Imagine what you could do with a subtly
variegated fiber in the background and a palette of ecrus, whites, and creams for

the main subject.  I may stop typing this newsletter and go start on these canvases
myself right now...  
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Brandes Swan (14 mesh SKU 2339)
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Large Blue Egret (18 mesh SKU 5213)

And, lastly, this canvas was just so darned cute that it has to be included.  While
not beach- or lake-themed, Winnie the Pooh certainly would not go soaring with
balloons in the middle of winter.  (I doubt anyone would, not even Eeyore).  And

Pooh and his friends even remembered to bring the honey pot!!
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Soaring with Balloons (12 mesh SKU 5210)

 

Have your heart set on something that you don’t see represented among our
47,000-plus canvases?  No problem!  We love new and unique things!!!  Send us
your favorite masterpiece or photo and let our in-house painter create the canvas
for you.  Click here to reach our “Paint Needlepoint” estimate generator, or visit
www.MyNeedlepoint.com, click on “Paint Needlepoint” and “Get an Estimate”

Feature Article: Stitch Like an Egyptian 
(A Stupendously Brief History of Needlepoint)

Yes, I’m a child of the 80s, and that is a hat-tip to the 1986 song by The Bangles.
 Did you know that the same civilization that brought you all those old paintings
on the tombs also brought us needlepoint?  Before I go any further, I confess that I
actually didn’t research the 5000-year history of needle art over the last two

http://paintneedlepoint.com/paintingestimate.php
http://www.myneedlepoint.com/
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weeks.  All credit goes to Chottie Alderson and her A Quick Run Through
History, Part I.

When you sit down to start stitching, you join a long tradition that began as a
necessity (people need clothing -- and needlework designs could indicate social
status, military rank, or simply convey a story) and slowly evolved into the
hobby/pleasure interest that it is today.  Some historians quibble about whether
needlework began in ancient Egypt or China.  (But there is no hit 1980s song
about the Ming Dynasty or the Silk Road, so I sided with those who credit the
Egyptians.)  Egyptians used small, diagonal stitches to craft their tents.  I initially
thought, “Oh, so that’s why it’s called tent stitch.”  Nope.  According to Chottie
Alderson, tent stitch comes “from the English work ‘tenture’ or ‘tenter’ ([from the
Latin] tendere – to stretch), referring to the frame that linen was stretched on to
work stitches.”  So while the technique dates back to antiquity, the terminology
came later, well after needlework traveled to England.  The Egyptians also used
gobelin, cross, and long-arm cross stitch.  

My word, two paragraphs in, and still thousands of years to go.  By the middle
ages, needlework had developed into a profession (for men) in Europe.  (Zoom.
 We just traversed several thousand years.  Making good time now.)  At this point,
embroidery required an eight-year apprenticeship in Paris.  (At RNP, we let you
start your first project after a 30-minute class on continental!)  According to Ms.
Alderson’s research, the “Jardin des Plants” was “established in Paris to supply
fresh flowers as subjects for Embroidery designers.”  So, those of you who enjoy
our floral-design canvases, (and we have several hundred), you can point to a
proud tradition and history!   

Needlework hit a rough patch during the Black Plague and the 100 Years War.
 During this period of death and grave societal disruption, needlework pivoted and
evolved into a craft that was pursued by women of the nobility.  Isolated in their
castles (which were lonely, impregnable, and not well insulated), needlework
became a necessity not only for crafting garments and embellishing furniture, but
also for making coverings for cold walls and floors.  (Again, please read Ms.
Alderson’s amazing article for more and better information about this early-to-
middle-ages period of needlepoint history.  My brief little summary of her work
does not do it justice.)  

You may have noticed that I’ve left some parts out here.  For example, you may
be wondering what happened to needlepoint after the 100 Years War.  What about
other key developments in needlepoint history – like everything after the Middle
Ages?  When did needlepoint come to America and what role did it play in early
American history?  When did Stephen start doing needlepoint??  Who shot J.R.???
 (Oh, wait, that’s something else.)  Cliffhanger!!  We can’t give you everything all

http://www.needlepoint.org/Archives/00-03/history-i.php
http://www.needlepoint.org/Archives/00-03/history-i.php
https://www.penn.museum/documents/publications/expedition/PDFs/52-3/sheng.pdf
https://rittenhouseneedlepoint.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?p=2&q=flowers
http://www.needlepoint.org/Archives/00-03/history-i.php
http://www.needlepoint.org/Archives/00-03/history-i.php
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in one sitting!  Stay tuned for future newsletters and more fun information!

Project of the Month:
Belt Bags!!!! 

Have you ever perused the collection of needlepoint belt canvases that we offer
and thought to yourself, “That is so cute. . . but I never wear belts.  Drat.”  We
have the solution to your belt-envy consternation.  Our Finishing Department has
figured out how to incorporate a belt into a canvas/linen bag!  (They are smart,
those Finishers!)  The result is a stylish, fun, and useful product that can tote
around your wares and show off your needlepoint kung-fu.  While the example
below is shown with the pink-and-green-whale belt added to a black cotton twill
bag, our Finishers can add other embellishments.  For example, the base of the bag
could be made with one of our designer fabrics, with a coordinating twill on top
(into which the belt would be sewn.)  If you can imagine it, our Finishers can
probably figure out a way to make your vision a reality.  Just run your idea by us
and we let you know.  Some things may not be feasible -- for example, our
Finishers cannot incorporate a warp drive or time machine into your needlepoint.
 The physics just aren't there yet unfortunately.  (Note: The little piece of dog hair
on the bag below is from my Chihuahua, Kiwi, and is not included in standard
finishing...)
 

 

 

http://finishingneedlepoint.com/materials.php
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Fiber of the Month: Gloriana
(Because we should all increase our fiber intake...)

This month, Rittenhouse Needlepoint spotlights the Gloriana fiber line.  This
luxurious line of fibers is named after the queen of fairies in Sir Edmond Spenser's
poem, “The Faerie Queene.”  The two-part poem was published in 1590 and 1596
as a tribute to Queen Elizabeth I.  She was known as Gloriana for the rest of her
reign.  Here at the store (and on our website), we offer several varieties of this
fiber line: Gloriana Silk Floss, Princess Perle, and Lorikeet wool.

The Gloriana 12-strand Silk Floss is one of the most breath-taking threads in the
store.  As we noted in our April Newsletter, Painters Threads offer a dramatic
array of deep, bold, variegated colors.  Gloriana’s colors are equally rich, but a bit
less thundering.  This spun silk thread has silk's beauty, luster, and shine, but
won't catch on your hands.  (Plus, it is a pleasure to hold.)  The size of one strand
is comparable to other stranded silks, such as Splendor or Soie d'Alger. Gloriana
Silk is soft and remarkably easy to stitch with – looking equally magnificent with
simple basketweave or more complex stitches.  Princess Perle is an exceptionally
lustrous and shiny three ply, non-strandable perle thread.  It is ideal for an 18-
count mesh, with a thickness similar to DMC Perle Cotton #5.  Lorikeet is a 9-ply
100% Australian wool.  Here at the store (and on our website), we have dozens of
the Lorikeet colors and shades in stock.  If you enjoy working with wool, but
typically use Appleton as your go-to fiber, we invite you to consider trying
Lorikeet, which offers a much different palette of shades and tones.

So, what does Gloriana fiber look like on a canvas?  Ta-da:

The bracelet shown above was stitched in basketweave using several shades of our

https://rittenhouseneedlepoint.com/fiber/gloriana.html
https://rittenhouseneedlepoint.com/fiber/princess-perle.html
https://rittenhouseneedlepoint.com/fiber/lorikeet-wool.html
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Gloriana 12-strand Silk Floss: #162 - Schoolhouse Red; #004 - Narcissus; and
#051 - Slate Green.  (The bracelet is by Voila! and was part of our recent trunk
show featuring that designer.)  Our stitcher selected a non-variegated, deep red for
the background, against which the variegated yellows and greens could truly pop.
 It is a great conversation starter and our stitcher reports that she discovered that a
co-worker’s spouse is an avid creweler when she asked about this piece.  So our
stitcher made a bracelet and a friend!    

Some of you may be thinking, “Sounds wonderful, except for the stranding part.  I
don’t like stranding.”  I myself was a late-arrival to the stranding party, but if you
(like me) fall in love with the colors of the Gloriana 12-ply silk line, then
stranding will be well worth the teeny bit of extra effort.  Plus, if you are working
on an 18 mesh canvas, four strands of the Gloriana is perfect coverage.  The 12
strands easily unbraid into three pieces that contain four strands each.  So, for an
18 mesh, you won’t get into the weeds of single, individual strands.
 

Stitch of the Month:
Gobelin Stitch

 
In honor of gobelin being one of the earliest needlepoint stitches to be developed
(Stitch Like an Egyptian!), this month it seemed appropriate to feature it as our
Stitch of the Month.  

This stitch has been characterized as a “workhorse” that “can be used almost any
place.” (See Stitches for Effect, p. 34).  Remarkably versatile, Stitches for Effect
also says it is “the stitch to use when nothing else works.” (Id.)  Given its
similarity to continental, it can be used by beginners, as well as experienced
stitchers.  Like continental, gobelin can be stitched vertically (i.e., top-down) or
horizontally (i.e., working right to left) on a canvas.  Because the stitch can cover
a number of rows, you may find that you want to use a thicker fiber than you
typically use when executing basketweave.  Gobelin is especially versatile

https://rittenhouseneedlepoint.com/canvas.html?limit=200&manufacturer=1678
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because you can cover more area than shown in the graphic above – i.e., go further
up and further over when making the stitch.  But if you are wild and crazy like
that, you should anchor the stitch in the middle – consider using a contrasting
color to add some splash and dash to your gobelin.  Gobelin stitch is also a great
stitch to use with the many wonderful ribbon silks that we sell at our shop.  As
some of you may know, gobelin stitch comes in many variations (e.g.,
encroaching, split, slanted, oblique, tied, etc.).  Keep your eyes peeled for gobelin
variations as Stitch of the Month in upcoming newsletters!

Social Media
Be sure to sign up for our Facebook and

Instagram feeds to stay abreast of
Stephen's thoughts and insights. If you
don't sign up you might miss out and
with new threads, new canvases and a

new dog (you definitely don't want that)
so sign up today.
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